Family Pittsburgh Party

On Thursday, February 26th, almost 250 Children’s School family members and friends donned their black and gold to celebrate our whole school unit at our Family Pittsburgh Party, where we had our photos taken with Dippy the Dinosaur. We danced to Stephen Foster and other folk music, built downtown Pittsburgh on a room-sized map, solved tabletop building challenges with bridges, inclines, etc., and relaxed with “Pittsburgh from the Air” in the Peaceful Room.
More Pittsburgh Party Adventures

Together we played class-made games called “Pittsburgh Candy Land” and “Race to the Point”, as well as our own version of Pittsburgh Bingo. We also visited our “Isaly’s Café” to sample pierogies, tater tots with Heinz ketchup, Pittsburgh-made pickles (sour pickles were the favorite), and Turner Dairy shakes, before finishing the party with a Children’s School version of “What would you do for a Klondike Bar?” University of Pittsburgh dental students shared their learning with us by teaching us to properly brush and floss our teeth.